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ABSTRACT
A simple model is presented for synthesizing binaural sound
from a monaural source. The model produces vertical as well as
horizontal and externalization effects. The simplicity of the
model permits efficient implementation, allowing for real-time
multisource operation. Additionally, the parameters in the
model can be adjusted to fit a particular individual’s
characteristics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional sound is of central importance for virtualreality systems, and is becoming increasingly important for
auditory displays and for computer-human interaction in
general. Current methods are either limited in their capabilities
or computationally expensive. We present a modeling approach
that promises to be both effective and efficient.

arrived at this structure after studying both the characteristics of
experimental data and other HRTF models [2]-[4], [6]-[8].

2. DESCRIPTION

OF THE MODEL

2.1 Overview
The overall structure of our model is shown in Fig. 1. The
components correspond to major structural parts of the body
and the external environment. It can be viewed as a highly
simplified representation of some very complex phenomena.
However, our goal is not to faithfully simulate physical
processes, but rather to exploit our knowledge about these
physical processes to provide the simplest customizable system
that is capable of producing strong impressions of all three
spatial dimensions - azimuth, elevation and range.

It is well known that the physical effects of the diffraction of
sound waves by the human torso, shoulders, head and pinnae
modify the spectrum of the sound that reaches the ear drums
[l]. These changes are captured by the Head-Related Transfer
Function (I-IRTF), which not only varies in a complex way with
azimuth, elevation, range, and frequency, but also varies
significantly from person to person [7].
Psychoacoustic studies of sound localization cues have focused
on the spectral behavior of the HRTF [3], [7]. The information
in the I-IRTF is also contained in the temporal behavior of the
equivalent Head-Related Impulse Response (HRIR). In realtime synthesis, if the sound source moves relative to the head,
the HRIR must be modified accordingly. This is typically done
by computationally expensive interpolation. To produce
convincing elevation effects, the HRIR must be measured
separately for each listener, which is inconvenient and limits
applications. Finally, sounds synthesized in this fashion are
usually poorly externalized unless a room model is added [5].
Our approach, which was inspired by the work of Genuit [6],
replaces experimentally measured HRIR’s by a simple signal
processing model. The model has separate modules to account
for azimuth, elevation and range. Its structure leads to an
efficient real-time filter whose parameters can be adjusted to
account for person-to-person differences. Although a review of
HRlT data and models is beyond the scope of this paper, we
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Figure 1: Components of the model.
The monaural input goes to a head model, a shoulder model and
a room model. The outputs of the head and shoulder models are
summed to give the pressures at the entrance of the ear canals
as if the pinnae were absent. These signals are then processed
by the pimta model to produce elevation effects. Finally, the
outputs of a room model are added to provide range effects.

Each componentof the model affects at least one of the three
spatial dimensions. The head model, which dependsonly on
azimuth, provides the well-known Interaural Time Difference
(ITD) and Interaural Level Difference (ILD) cues. The
shouldermodel, which dependson both azimuth and elevation,
provides relatively weak elevation cues; while it is discussed
further in [2], it is omitted from the remainder of this paper.
The pinna model, which is weakly azimuth dependent and
strongly elevation dependent,is the most novel part of the
model. The room model introducesearly reflections to provide
extemaliza-tion, and is noteworthy mostly for its extreme
simplicity.

This leadsto the headshadowand delay module shown in Fig.
n

L.

In the formulas that follow, we use interaural-polarcoordin-ates
to specify the location of a sourcerelative to the head. Where
elevation $ is measuredfrom the horizontal plane in the usual
vertical-polar system, the azimuth 8 is measured from the
medianplane in the interaural-polarsystem. Thus, a surfaceof
constantazimuthis a coneof essentiallyconstantITD.
Figure 2: The headmodel

2.2 The head model
Diffraction of the incident soundwave by the headleads to the
soundbeing delayedand “shadowed”at the far ear. If the head
is approximatedby a sphereof radius a, Woodworth’sformulas
[I] provide an accurateestimateof the time delay. Let TL(O)be
the difference betweenthe time that the incident wave strikes
the head and the time that it reachesthe left ear, let T&l) be
the correspondingtime differencefor the right ear, and let c be
the speedof sound. Then
U+UO
2gf.3) = -

c

and T,(8)=

2.3 The pinna model
Carlile [3] divides pimra models into three classes:resonator,
reflective, and diffractive. Becausethe physical interpretation
of pinna elevation cues is somewhat controversial, we shall
refer to the peaks and troughs that can be seen in the impulse
responseas “events.” We accountfor thesepinna eventsby the
multipath model shownin Fig. 3. Here p is the amplitude and
rk is the time delay associatedwith the kt.bof n events
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if 0”440”. (If -9O”*&O”, the expressionsfor T,<(j) and TR<@
are interchanged.) With interaural-polar coordinates, these
formulas are valid for any elevationangle.
The effects of head shadow are introduced by the following
simple one-pole/one-zerotransferfunction:
H(s, 0) =

a(Q)s+B

2c

, where/3=-.

a
s+B
Here the pole is fured at s = -j?l,and the coefficient a(6), which
varies from 0 to 2, shifts the position of the zero as the azimuth
changes.The casea = 0 results in maximum head shadow,and
correspondsto sound arriving directly opposite the ear, while
the casea = 2 producesa 6-dB boost at high frequencies,and
correspondsto sound directly incident on the ear. We note in
passing that the ITD from Woodworth’sformulas is frequency
independent,but the head-shadowfilter introducesthe required
additional low-frequency group delay at low frequencies [3].
For earsplaced diagonally acrossthe head, we use cqJ3) = 1 sin(e) for the left ear and iXR(8)= 1 + sit@) for the right ear.’

’ These formulas produce the maximum head shadow at the
point opposite to the point of incidence. For an ideal sphere,
the maximum head shadow occurs closer to *X50” from the
point of incidence[I]. Furthermore,human ears are not across
a diameter, but are set back about lo”, so that the far ear is

Figure 3: The pinna model

Informal listening tests revealed that there was little to be
gained by using more than n = 5 events. In addition, it
appeared to be adequate to use constant values for the
amplitudespk . When we examinedimages of the HRIR data
from three human subjects,we observedthat the time delays
could be well approximatedby an equationof the form:

more or less maximally shadowedwhen the near ear receives
direct incidence. If desired,the formulas for a( 0) can easily
be refined to incorporatethesefacts [2].

In the caseswe examined, only L& had to be adaptedto an
individual listener. (In the table below, Dkl is for two of the
subjects,andDE is for the third.) By symmetry, the time delay
for the left ear at azimuth 8 should be the time delay for the
right ear at azimuth -8. However, in the experimentsthat we
describe ahead,we found that Q@,$) was basically an even
function of 8, and thus that the pinna delays for the two ears
were roughly the same. The following table lists numerical
values for the parametersof the pinna model; Ak and & are
given in samples at a 44.1~kHz sampling rate, so that one
sampleis 22.7 usec.
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Figure 4: The room model

Table 1: Pinnamodel coefficients

Shoulderreflection can be included by the samekind of model
[2]. However, since informal listening tests indicated that the
shoulderechohad very little effect on perceived elevation, we
do not considerit further in this paper.

2.4 The room model
It is well known that simulatedroom reverberationproducesan
externalizationeffect [5]. The range module shown in Fig. 4
also accounts for the inverse distance effect. The monaural
input is delayedby an amountrE and mixed with the outputsof
the head model. The ratio of direct to reverberant energy is
adjustedby the ratio of the channel gains KL and KR to the
“echo gain” KE. Unless the source is close to being directly
aheador directly behind,it usually seemsexternalizedwhen ZE
was around 15 ms and the echo gain was 15 dB below the
channelgains.
Clearly, this is an extremely elementary “room model.” The
single early reflection is not even processed by the HRIR
model. One can substitute much more realistic room models,
and can then use the HRIR model to localize the echoesand
reverberation.However, even a model this simple can greatly
improve the senseof externalizationfor headphonelistening.

3. LISI’ENING TESTS
To evaluate the degree to which the model matched the
measured IIRKs, listening tests were performed on three
subjectsat a fixed azimuth angleof +60” and with no shoulderecho or range effects. These tests do not provide a good
measureof the accuracyof the localization effects producedby
the model, but they do provide a measure of how well the
model substitutesfor the measuredHRIR’s.

All listening tests were performed in identical fashion. The
soundsourcewas a 500-ms burst of Gaussianwhite noise that
was filtered by either a measured or a modeled HRIR and
played over Etymotic model ER-2 in-ear phones.Each subject
was first presentedwith a noise burst filtered with his or her
own experimentally measured HRIR for some randomly
selectedelevation. We call this the target sound. The system
also had storeda set of 35 referencesoundsformed by filtering
the noise burst with the model HRIR at elevations in 5”
incrementsfrom -85” to Ml”. The subject was then asked to
ignore any timbre differences and to match the perceived
elevationof the target to one of the 35 referencesounds.Thus,
the subject was asked to change the elevation angle for the
model to bestmatch the subject’sown measuredHRIR data.No
restrictions were placed on the number of times the subject
could listen to either the target sound or the reference sounds
before making the final choice. The processwas repeated50
times.
To establisha performancebaseline,in an initial task the 35
referencesoundsactually came from using the subject’s own
HRIR, so that an exact match was always possible. The results
for aI1three subjectsare shown in Fig. 5. The data points for
each subject are representedby o, + and *. The dashedline
representsan ideal match. The solid line is a best fit straight
line for the datapoints for all threesubjects.
Severaltrendsare observablefrom this data.The first trend was
a slight tendencyto placethe soundsomewhat“higher” than the
correct elevation.This bias is revealedby the best-fit line being
above the ideal line. The secondtrend was reduced accuracy
near the elevation end-points and a tendencyto compressthe
range. The subjectsperceivedthe sound as “higher” when the
elevation was near += -85” and “lower* near += +!90”. The
mean absoluteerror (mean deviation from ideal) for all three
subjectswas 12.0’.
The same subjectswere then asked to perform the same task
using the referencesoundsproducedby the model. The results
for all three subjects are shown in Fig. 6. Again, a reduced
accuracynear the extreme elevations ($ = -85’ and $ = +!90”)
was apparent.Additionally, the overall accuracywas worse than
the baselinetest. The mean absoluteerror for all three subjects
was 23.4” for the caseof the model.
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Figure 5: MeasuredHRIR localization accuracy

Figure 6: Model location accuracy
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4. CONCLUSIONS
We have presenteda simple but promising signal processing
model for synthesizingbinaural sound.The model has separate
components for azimuth (head shadow and ITD), elevation
@inna and shoulder echoes) and range (room echo). The
simplicity of the IIR head-shadowfilter and FIR shoulder and
pinna filters enablesinexpensivereal-time implementation.
No critical customization is required for azimuth or range
effects. To obtain convincing elevation effects, the filter
coefficients must be adjustedto match the individual listener.
Fortunately,the numberof variable parametersis small.
Much work remains to be done. Neither the measuredHRTF
nor the modeled HRTF are convincing at low elevations,and
this needsto be better understood. The matching task used in
the listening test needs to be replaced by a much better
psychoacoustic localization test. A formal procedure for
deriving filter coefficients from HRTF dataneedsto be created.
Range estimation needs to be systematically investigated.
However, we believe that physicaIly-basedmodels are a very
promising approachfor the real-time synthesisof 3-D sound.
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